
 HERE YOU FIND THE COLLECTION OF
WILD GODDESS CRYSTAL-EGGS YOU CAN

PURCHASE FOR 65 EUROS EACH



All Wild Goddess Crystal-Eggs
are 100% natural. They do not contain chemicals or have
been artificially treated. Each Goddess Crystal-Egg was

smudget, blessed and soaked with healing Reiki energy in
 a loving ritual.



Fractals of light dance sensually in
and out of this stone, illuminating
your physical body with crystalline
healing energy, deep clarity, and
iridescent purity that cleanses you

from within. Our Lunar stone reflects
a physical portal to higher realms,

crystal-clear divine 
feminine consciousness, and

amplified vibrations. Containing
every color possible,Clear Quartz

works on all levels of being. Storing
information like a natural computer,
these crystals are a spiritual library
waiting to be accessed. Quartz has
the ability to dissolve karmic seeds. 



This stone is made entirely of rose
quartz, which is known as "The

Stone of Unconditional Love." The
soft and soothing feminine energy
that it carries is able to open your
Heart Chakra, in order to allay
your body with pure love and

compassion. Rose Quartz can aid
in mending relationships, including
the love you relationship you have
with yourself. The transfer of Rose
Quartz's nourishing energy allows
you to experience the bliss of pure

self-love. It creates a space for 
compassion to enter and grow, so
you appreciate and love your body

and entire being. 



Amethyst is a powerful crystal
known for its metaphysical

abilities to still the mind and
inspire an enhanced meditative
state. Its inherent high frequency

and indigo hues purify the aura of
any negative energy or

attachments, and creates a
protective shield of Light around
the body, allowing one to remain
clear and centered while opening
to spiritual direction. Amethyst
stimulates the Third Eye, Crown
and Etheric Chakras enhancing
cognitive perception as well as 
accelerating the development of

intuitive and psychic ability.
Amethyst also protects against

psychic attacks and opens
channels for telepathy,

clairvoyance, and other gifts.



Jade is valued most for its
metaphysical properties. It is
the ultimate "dream stone"

worshipped in ancient cultures
and even today to gain access
to the spiritual world, to gain

insight into ritual knowledge, to
foster creativity and to solve

dreams. It is valued as a
protective talisman that secures

long life and peaceful death
and is considered a powerful

healing stone. As an amulet of
happiness and friendship, Jade
means wisdom that is collected

in peace, that dissipates
negatives and encourages one

to see oneself as they really
are.



Obsidian is a very protective
stone that absorbs negative

energies from the environment.
Therefore, it should be cleaned
regularly. It helps to discover

layers of your shadow self. Kali
energy, dark goddess, wild

woman. The parts of us that are
hidden and beg to be liberated.

Darkest fantasies, wishes, the wolf
woman in the moon. It is also an
excellent mani-festation stone.
When the energy of the crystal

connects with your sexual energy,
your chakras can light up, your

heart open up and your body can
be more sensitive to sexual subtle

energy.


